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Q: How to add rows to a grid from a list-of-lists?
Suppose I have a list, which I want to combine into
one grid, with a certain amount of rows per list, and
1 column for each row. For instance, for lst = {{{1,

2}, {3, 4}}, {{5, 6}, {7, 8}}} I want to see this:
{{{1, 2}, {3, 4}}, {5, 6}, {7, 8}} and also want to

retain the order in the lst if there are more lists to be
added to the grid. Note that the length of each

individual list in the lst can be different and lists can
contain different amounts of elements in them. I

tried the following: Grid[#, Frame -> All] & /@ lst
which returns Clearly, as intended. However, it
doesn't seem to retain the order of the elements
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within the lists (since for instance the first element of
the first list, 1, is on top whereas the last element, 8,

is on the bottom). Also, the output is formatted
differently as it seems to put several lists in a single
row, despite there being many lists in the lst. Is there

a way to achieve this, or get a similar "GridLoft"
kind of output? A: Try it using row padding and
Nest: Grid[#, Padding -> {{30, 30}, {50, 30}},

Frame -> All] & @ lst // MatrixForm Edit: And for
the case of a matrix MatrixForm[Grid[#, Padding ->

{{30, 30}, {50, 30}}, Frame -> All]] & @ lst //
MatrixForm Edit: Mathematica 10.1 has a new

function called TableForm that can do what you want
in one line. TableForm[lst]

Download

Category:ProfilnetYes, that’s right. I am renouncing all pride, envy and jealousy. I am proud to be just like everyone else. I am
proud to be average. I am proud to be human. No one is perfect, we all get our stuff wrong, we are all just, at one level or

another, flawed and if you give us a chance we will all be likeable. You might not like all of us, but you will find you can at least
relate to someone, regardless of age, gender, race or religion. “I am of a generation that would proudly stand in a queue. I am not

embarrassed that I have to wait to get in a building, I get there the same time as everyone else, I wait, and I know why.”
Everyone has some sort of story. I am not ashamed of my story. You might not have something bad to say about everyone, but
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no one has anything nice to say about everyone. Don’t read between the lines. How about we stop trying to discriminate between
good and bad and instead we just realise that we are all human. Like it or not. You might not be able to make a case for

something good about everyone, so the same goes for the bad. There will always be someone to judge, someone to blame. Why?
Because we are human. Do you really think that if someone was perfect you would like them? If you are human. I think that’s
pretty much where we all need to start. And if you like someone, you might not like them all, but you at least have something
you can relate to. Let’s just keep things simple. I have a bit of a name for this new approach: Real Friends List. Say that a few

times. Guys, have we learned nothing? Friends are not exclusive. We need to stop being so damn exclusive. Why do we need to
put up these barriers to others? Why must we keep tiptoeing around people? Why do we need to be so damned paranoid? Why
do we need to persecute each other? We don’t need to be so all about the hate and the judgements. It’s better when we just say
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